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Abstract
This paper will show the thought process and journey of how we try to determine
whether it is beneficial for investors to use Elon Musk’s tweets for the purpose of
trading securities. This is achieved by explaining four main experiments in this
paper. Through the use of basic sentiment analysis on Musk's tweets, the first
experiment's program was able to achieve a 12.67% annual return rate for the year
2021 in a trade simulation. The second experiment attempted to visualize the
impact of Musk's tweets hours after they were posted. The third experiment
compares these results with other small twitter accounts that give investment
advice and shows how similar methods used for their tweets yield a negligible
0.95% rate of return for the year 2021. The fourth experiment attempts to more
precisely measure Musk's impact by manually labeling his tweets and then
performing the trade simulation on different time intervals ranging from 1 to 200
days. The results of this last experiment, allows us to draw the conclusion that it
may indeed be viable to trade certain securities in certain time intervals based on
Elon Musk's positive tweets about topics related to those securities.
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1. Introduction
Over the past few years, Elon Musk’s public influence has steadily increased, with
Time magazine even awarding him the Person of the year 2021 award last year.
This public influence can be seen with how his sentiment regarding some stocks
and cryptocurrency can significantly move their prices in the public exchange
markets. With Elon Musk recently buying Twitter, his ability to influence markets
with his opinion on twitter has regained attention from many. So, we thought that it
might be interesting to see if it is viable to use Elon Musk’s tweets for trading.

2. First Experiment: Sentiment Analysis and Trade
Simulation
The first idea is to completely automate the entire process by using sentiment
analysis on specific past tweets and then trading based on those sentiments.

The two major components for this experiment are selecting the tweets and trading
stocks based on the sentiment of those tweets. Based on historical data it is evident
that Elon Musk’s influence on stock and crypto markets was at its peak from 2019
to 2021 when he intentionally or unintentionally influenced his own company,
Tesla’s stock ($TSLA), and the prices of both Bitcoin compared to the US dollar
($BTC-USD) & Dogecoin compared to the US dollar ($DOGE-USD). This is the
reason why this research was aimed at focussing on Musk's Twitter feed timeline
from 2019 to 2021 and the short-term trading of  $TSLA, $BTC-USD, and
$DOGE-USD.

To fetch the tweets of Elon Musk from Twitter, the ‘snscrape’ python library [1]
was used to scrape all of the tweets from the Twitter account ‘@elonmusk’
between the interval of “2019-01-01” to “2021-12-31”. Evidently, there are
thousands of tweets from the ‘@elonmusk’ account and only an insignificant
percentage of these tweets actually talk about the security and commodities this
research is focussing on. Hence, the algorithm for selecting the tweets is necessary.
It has two filters it uses to find significant tweets that influenced markets in the
past. The first filter is a minimum count number on the past tweets from Musk.
Musk had around 25 million followers at the start of 2019 and this number has
steadily increased since, today having more than 80 million followers, so based on
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this and observing Musk’s past tweets, the number of 100,000 was arbitrarily
chosen for the minimum like tweet count for initial testing. The second filter was
based on only selecting those tweets which contained keywords from a
custom-made “bag of words”. This ‘bag of words’ listed out keywords related to
$TSLA, $BTC-USD, and $DOGE-USD in a python dictionary all linking back to
these three stocks or cryptocurrencies.

Figure 1: Bag of words used to select tweets

If a keyword in this python dictionary was there in any of Musk’s tweets that were
above the like count of 100 thousand, it would be selected for the sentiment
analysis algorithm to decide whether the tweet’s sentiment was strong enough to
influence the market. The order in which the three keyword lists are stored in the
python dictionary was also important. If Musk’s tweets contained both the
keywords from Bitcoin and Tesla it is reasonable to assume that this may have an
impact on the cryptocurrency only. This is the same with Dogecoin, both
cryptocurrencies’ prices are influenced by what Musk tweets his company, Tesla,
will use them for or his own opinion on them. Hence, when a tweet contains
keywords from multiple values in the dictionary, the program would only select the
first keyword value to decide if it will be profitable to trade-in. Hence the order of
priority for the three would be: Bitcoin > Dogecoin > Tesla.

Once the tweets are filtered, sentiment analysis needs to be done to decide
automatically whether the program should “invest” (stimulate investment) based
on the tweet. We used the NLTK [2], Vader [3], and TextBlob [4] libraries for the
tweet’s sentiment analysis. The compound polarity scores of NLTK and Vader
libraries and the polarity score given by the TextBlob library all lie between the
range of -1 and 1, with -1 being the most negative tweet and 1 being the most
positive tweet. For our purpose, we take the average of the three scores given by
these libraries. This average is the final sentiment polarity score we use to decide
whether we should “trade” based on this tweet and if so, what action we should
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take. The absolute value of the average score decides whether a tweet is intense
enough or not, and the positive or negative sign of the average tells us if we should
buy or sell the stock or cryptocurrency being mentioned in that tweet respectively.
The minimum absolute value of the average score is a controlled variable we can
use to see what is the most profitable minimum score for starting a trade. From our
testing, having a minimum average sentiment polarity score of 0.3 or 0.4 is the
most profitable.

Trade results from 2019-2021:

Figure 2: Minimum sentiment abs. score of 0.3 in trade simulation

Figure 3: Minimum sentiment abs. score of 0.4 in trade simulation

The stock simulation is performed with data provided from the ‘yfinance’ [5]
python library. The simulation is essentially fetching the opening price of the stock
or cryptocurrency on the date when the tweet was posted. If this price data is
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unavailable due to reasons like that day being a US holiday, the algorithm checks
the following date, until the date when the price data is available. This is the
starting price of the trade. Then we fetch the opening price of that stock or
cryptocurrency on the following tradeable day from when this starting price was
fetched. This is the ending price of the trade. The profit is calculated by the
difference between the starting and the ending price of the trade.

This entire process is shown in the pseudocode on the following page. The input
parameters in the pseudocode are described as follows:

- tweets: the list of tweets which have been selected through the minimum
like count and keywords filter

- stock: the stock or crypto mentioned in the tweet
- avg_score: The average sentiment polarity score of a tweet calculated from

the three python NLP (Natural Language Processing) libraries
- min_score: The minimum absolute sentiment score which determines if the

algorithm should start a trade
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invested = 0
num_profits = 0
num_losses = 0
profits = 0
losses = 0
for each tweet in tweets:

if abs(avg_score) > min_score:
invested += 1
start_date = tweet.date
while stock.open_price(start_date) unavailable:

start_date = start_date + 1
start_price = stock.open_price(start_date)
end_date = start.date + 1
while stock.open_price(end_date) unavailable:

end_date = end_date + 1
end_price = stock.open_price(end_date)

if avg_score > 0:
if start_price > end_price:

num_profits += 1
profits += start_price - end_price

elif start_price < end_price:
num_losses += 1
losses += start_price - end_price

if avg_score < 0:
if start_price < end_price:

num_profits += 1
profits += end_price - start_price

elif start_price > end_price:
num_losses += 1
losses += end_price - start_price

output("Number of tweets invested in: ", invested)
output("Total tweets: ", len(tweets))
output("Profits: ", num_profits)
output("Total: ", profits)
output("Losses: ", num_losses)
output("Total: ", losses)
net = profits - losses
output("Net Gain: ", net)
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This algorithm was later improved to get the profit percentage from the total
amount of money invested, to get data points like the annual return rate. In line
with this, the simulation part of the algorithm was also changed so that instead of
buying just 1 stock or cryptocurrency for every trade, the trade quantity would
either be 1, 100, or 1000000 if the trade was for $BTC-USD, $TSLA or
$DOGE-USD respectively since the price of the three is multiple orders of
magnitude different from each other. This allowed the profits gained from trades of
$TSLA and particularly $DOGE-USD to significantly affect the final percentage
and profit amount. Moreover, instead of starting from 2019, the tweets will be
selected starting from 2018 as further research suggested that the peak of Musk’s
Twitter influence started in 2018 instead of 2019.

Another improvement was the change of the arbitrary minimum like count filter
number. With some statistical analysis, we calculated that the average number of
like counts for every tweet and reply to the account “@elonmusk” posted in the
years 2018 to 2021 was 6,200 likes with a standard deviation of approximately
3,386 likes, which was surprising due to his immense numbers of followers.
Considering the mean was significantly lower than his tens of millions of
followers, we decided to set the minimum number of like counts to be 20 standard
deviations above the average like counts which turned out to be 73,917 likes.

With the variable trade quantity and other changes, we were able to get the
following results for the year 2021:
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Figure 4: Annual return (%) for 2021 in trade simulation with minimum abs.
score of 0.4

The last value of “PROFIT/ANNUAL RETURN (%)” shows that the algorithm got
a 12.67% annual return rate by just investing according to the tweets it calculated
as having significant market influence in the year 2021. The value of 0.4 for the
controlled variable minimum sentiment value resulted in the highest percentage
return rate in our testing.

3. Second Experiment: Graphical Analysis
There were still some limitations in the previous experiment, one of which was the
decision of when exactly to start the trade once a tweet was deemed to be
significantly influential. In the previous algorithm, no matter at what time of the
day a tweet was posted, the program was designed to just focus on the date and not
the hour. Hence, even if there was a tweet that was posted at a time when the
market had already closed for the day, the simulation would buy the stock or
cryptocurrency at the price before the tweet was even posted that day. Keeping this
limitation in mind, we decided to explore Elon musk’s Twitter account’s influence
on the market with a different approach. Instead of simulating a trade for each
significant tweet that met all criteria mentioned previously, we decided on plotting
charts of the stock or cryptocurrency price in the span of one following tradeable
day since when the tweet was posted. This chart has hourly intervals of when the
market was open on the day the tweet was posted and the following day. The aim
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of this experiment was to see what is the best average time period in hours to
buy/sell the stock or cryptocurrency after an influential Elon Musk tweet about it.

Since the ‘yfinance’ python library did not provide hourly data for stocks or
cryptocurrencies beyond 2 months, we decided to use the Alpha Vantage API [6]
which made the intraday 60-minute interval price data available for any stock or
cryptocurrency within 2 years. With this, even though we were not able to get the
data for the years 2018, 2019, and the first half of 2020 the data we did get was still
intriguing.

For this experiment, the initial components of the algorithm for selecting the tweets
with the filters and the sentiment analysis remained the same, however instead of
simulating investments for each tweet, we plotted a graph like the following one:

Figure 5: Hourly price change line graph for BTC-USD before and after a
tweet from Elon Musk

In these graphs, the coordinates for each point contain the hour of the day and the
exact price of the stock or cryptocurrency. The red data point (04, 55762.28)
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indicates exactly at what hour the tweet from Musk was posted. For this graph, the
tweet was posted on 2021-05-07 at 04:00:00 at which point the price of bitcoin was
55,762.28 USD.

Along with a graph for each significant tweet, we also calculated the length of all
the streaks caused following the time of the tweet. By “streak” we mean the
number of hours after Musk’s tweets that the price of the stock or cryptocurrency
continued to go in the direction of the sentiment of the tweet. For example, if the
tweet by musk was positive in sentiment, for how many hours did the price of that
stock or cryptocurrency go up continuously. In the end, the streak frequency for the
different number of hours was also shown. The output for this can be seen below
for all the tweets determined significantly by the algorithm between the dates
16/03/2020 to 31/12/2021 as 16th March 2020 was the latest intraday hourly data
the Alphavantage API was able to provide:

Figure 6: Hourly price streak count

Here the python dictionaries “BUY STREAKS” and “SELL STREAKS” have
streak number as the dictionary ‘key’ and the frequency of that particular streak as
the dictionary ‘value’. For example, out of the 27 tweets the algorithm classified as
significant, 6 of the tweets resulted in 3 hours of continuous increase in the price of
the stock or cryptocurrency the tweet was about.

Currently, the algorithm only counts continuous streaks meaning that even if there
is just one hour in between of a very long streak that goes in the direction opposite
to the sentiment of the tweet, the streak breaks. One improvement to this method
can be adding a buffer control variable which allows a certain number of
immediate following hours to not break the streak even if they do not follow the
direction of the sentiment of the tweet. This would eliminate the volatility of the
short-term market, where even if the general trend of the stock or cryptocurrency
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price is upwards or downwards, there are always outliers. Of course, there is a
possibility that these streaks are in no way actually related to the tweets but just a
random day trading behavior, but we believe this data is still worthwhile.

4. Third Experiment: Sentiment Analysis on Small Twitter
Accounts
Inspired by the results from using sentiment analysis on the Twitter account of
Elon Musk, we saw an opportunity in testing the viability of following the
investment advice of some small Twitter accounts that are solely created for the
purpose of sharing their opinions and advice on investment. This would also allow
us to compare the results of the previous experiments with other twitter accounts.
Some examples of such Twitter accounts are “@pakpakchicken”, “@garyblack00”,
and “@saxena_puru”. For our testing purposes, we chose the Twitter account
“@saxena_puru”.

Our aim was to use the same algorithm we used for Elon Musk’s tweets on these
Twitter accounts to see whether following their investment advice in their past
tweets was profitable or not. However, there were some major differences in the
case of these accounts. In Musk's case, we know that he usually only talks about
and has a great influence on Tesla, Bitcoin, and Dogecoin so those are the only
stocks and cryptocurrencies we want to observe a reaction in. This is not the case
for these other Twitter accounts. They have no specific stock they talk about, from
the first tweet from “@saxena_puru” in 2019, he has talked about tens or maybe
even hundreds of different stocks in the account’s tens of thousands of tweets. So,
it is hard to filter his tweets based on specific keywords as we did with Musk.

In many of the tweets from “@saxena_puru” directly stating whether he is
optimistic or pessimistic about a stock, the ticker of the stock is included with a '$'
sign (Example: I am long $TSLA). Observing this, we decided that filtering out the
tweets based on whether a tweet has a ‘$’ in it is a good starting point for this
experiment even though this may mean that we will miss some tweets where he
also gave his investment opinion without including the '$'. In addition to this,
further cleaning of the tweets was needed for this filter to work.
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Another major difference is that usually when Musk tweets about either $TSLA,
Bitcoin, or Dogecoin he only talks about one of them. However, @saxena_puru
may give his opinion on 5 different stocks at the same time (example: "Current
portfolio holdings -\n\n$ALGN $AMZN $BABA $BZUN $DOCU $EDU $FB
$FND $HDB $IQ $MELI $NFLX $PYPL $SHOP $SQ $STNE $TCEHY $TME
$WB $ZUO ..."). For now, we take the average sentiment of the whole tweet and
make a unified decision on whether to buy or sell all the stocks mentioned in that
tweet.

The variable trade quantity which was added later in the initial testing algorithm as
an improvement is also used in this testing with slightly adjusted conditions.
Instead of specifying the trade quantity of just $TSLA, $DOGE-USD, and
$BTC-USD the trade quantity of any stock selected by the algorithm to “invest” in
was chosen based on its price at the time. If the price of the security at the start is
less than $0.01, the trade quantity would be set to 1000000. If the price at the start
of the trade was less than $1000, the trade quantity would be set to 100. In any
other case, the trade quantity for one transaction would remain 1.

These small Twitter accounts do not have any personal influence on the stock or
crypto market, they just provide their own thoughts about prospects of a security
on the internet. Hence, there should be no direct influence of their tweets on the
market. This is why we added a new controlled variable for the number of days to
hold the stock or cryptocurrency to hold instead of the default of one day.

In our testing, we have not yet seen any significant profitability in using sentiment
analysis to make the program follow the advice given by the twitter account. It is
entirely possible that because of the accuracy of the sentiment analysis, there are
some issues in following every tweet’s advice, however we believe if the tweets
had advice which were significantly profitable, then this would have been shown in
the results.

Trade results in the year 2021:
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Figure 7: Investment interval of 1 day & minimum sentiment abs. score of 0.4
in trade simulation

5. Fourth Experiment: Elon Musk’s Twitter Influence
Quantified
After looking at the promising results of the initial testing of using sentiment
analysis for Musk’s Twitter for short-term trading, we decided to find out if Musk’s
tweets can also have an influence on the market for more than just one day. The
selection of tweets for this experiment was the same. The tweets were selected if:

● posted from 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2021
● had more than 73,917 likes (20 standard deviations above the mean)
● contains any keyword from the “bag of words”.

There were a total of 155 such tweets. However, for this particular experiment, we
decided to entirely remove the sentiment analysis libraries used to decide whether
the tweets were significant enough to trade in stock or cryptocurrency. Instead, we
decided to monitor the stock or cryptocurrency mentioned by all 155 of these
tweets at the time they were posted. The stock/crypto currencies’ performance was
recorded as a percentage increase or decrease in the intervals of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 days. To make this as accurate as possible, we manually
labeled all 155 of these tweets’ sentiments as either positive, neutral, or negative.
This labeling can be seen for all 155 tweets in Appendix 1, in the column
“Sentiment”.
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The percentage change was calculated in a similar way to the stock simulation
explained in the initial testing, but all the time intervals just mentioned were used
instead of just 1 day. The process for determining the “start date for the trade” was
also improved. Since, we only use the daily price data in this algorithm, if the tweet
was made on a US holiday, instead of incrementing the start date, we instead go
back to the previous tradeable day and use that day’s closing price as the buy price.
This is viable in this experiment because we are trying to get the best possible
numerical representation of Elon Musk’s tweets’ implied impact instead of
simulating a trade where we can only buy the stock or cryptocurrency after the
tweet has been made.

The output of the program below shows the individual change in percentage of the
stock or cryptocurrency mentioned in each tweet starting from their post date and
also the overall mean, median, mode, variance, and standard deviation for all the
positive tweets, all the negative tweets, all tweets, and the individual positive &
negative tweets about a singular stock or cryptocurrency. The tables with the mean
median, etc also have the sample size mentioned in the title (e.g. “n = 139” means
this data was calculated from 139 tweets implied impact). When calculating the
statistical data for the positive tweets, we also include the data of the tweets labeled
as neutral since a mention of them to Elon Musk’s millions of followers can be
seen as a promotion to that stock or cryptocurrency unless it is specifically
negative. The final output of this program is as follows1:

1 This is just the first 21 tweets of the 155 total, the entire table can be seen in
Appendix 1.
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Figure 8: Last 21 tweets by Musk used in this experiment. The “FUTURE” in

it means the assessment would occur beyond the date of this study

For some tweets which have been posted before a certain time interval has passed,
the value of change is just outputted as “FUTURE”. These values are not
considered in the statistical calculations whose results are shown below. For
example, the first positive tweet in the above table has been posted within 200 days
from when this experiment was done, so even though the “FOR POSITIVE
TWEETS” table below shows a sample size of “n=139” that is not true for the 200
days calculation shown in that table since this “FUTURE” value is not taken into
account.
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Figure 9: Percentage change statistics for all selected positive tweets

Figure 10: Percentage change statistics for all selected negative tweets
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Figure 11: Percentage change statistics for all selected tweets
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Figure 12: Percentage change statistics for selected positive & negative tweets
about Tesla
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Figure 13: Percentage change statistics for selected positive & negative tweets
about Bitcoin
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Figure 14: Percentage change statistics for selected positive & negative tweets
about Dogecoin

These results seem significant, especially the statistical data for intervals equal to
or greater than 50 days, however, it can be argued that this result is biased as for
the last few years since the start of the pandemic, the overall market in the United
States has performed very well due to different circumstances, so it is hard to say
that the data shown above is only because of Elon Musk’s tweets’ influence.
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Hence, a better and more conclusive way to look at these results would be to
compare the performance of the stock or cryptocurrency mentioned in the tweet
after the tweet and the average change of their price since they were available on
public exchanges in the corresponding time intervals. This was achieved by
another algorithm which was also similar to the simulated trading algorithm
mentioned before. However, “yfinance” was not able to provide full historical data
for the prices of both $BTC-USD and $DOGE-USD since their launch in public
exchanges. Hence, for this algorithm, I used the historical data from the websites
“Investing.com” [7] for $BTC-USD and “CoinGecko” [8] for $DOGE-USD. The
above results for the tweets’ implied impact was also calculated with this data. The
source for the historical data of $TSLA remained ‘yfinance’.

The different part about this algorithm was that instead of determining the “start
date for the trade” with the date of the twitter post, all the available dates in the
historical data were taken as the “start date for the trade” and the “end date” was
determined by adding the time interval amount of calendar days to the “start date”.
If the “end date” was a US holiday, then the first tradeable day after this “end date”
was chosen as the new “end date”. The percentage difference between the opening
price on both dates was then calculated to find the change after a time interval on
that specific date. The algorithm calculates the average of this change percentage
for all the dates available in the historical data for all the time intervals mentioned
above if the “end date” does not exceed the date of 13th April 2022, the day on
which this experiment was done.

Below, these averages are compared with the mean impact of tweets shown
previously in line graph formats. For obvious reasons, the change percentage in
higher intervals is significantly higher than the change percentage for smaller
intervals, and so there is a “close up” chart below the original charts that shows the
data till the 25 days interval to better display those data points.
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5.1 Results for Tesla
(For positive tweets: n= 97 & For negative tweets: n=8)

Figure 15: Line chart for average Tesla stock price growth vs implied impact
of tweets on that price

Figure 16: Line chart "close up" for average Tesla stock price growth vs
implied impact of tweets on that price, day intervals between 1 and 25 days
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For $TSLA, even intervals till 200 days show a noticeable difference for positive
tweets. Although, the implied impact does not seem to be that strong for negative
tweets related to Tesla, since after three days from a negative tweet on average, the
change percentage is positive again.

5.2 Results for Bitcoin
(For positive tweets: n= 15 & For negative tweets: n=7)

Figure 17: Line chart for average Bitcoin price growth vs implied impact of
tweets on that price
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Figure 18: Line chart "close up" for average Bitcoin price growth vs implied
impact of tweets on that price with day intervals between 1 and 25 days

The implied impact from Elon Musk’s positive tweets on $BTC-USD seems to be
negligible or opposite to the sentiment of the tweets in every interval. In every
interval, the average percentage change since $BTC-USD was publicly traded is
higher than after Elon Musk’s tweet. Although, there is a significant negative
change percentage in its price after a negative tweet within a time interval of 25
days.
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5.3 Results for Dogecoin

(For positive tweets: n= 27 & For negative tweets: n=1)

Figure 19: Line chart for average Dogecoin price growth vs implied impact of
tweets on that price

Figure 20: Line chart "close up" for average Dogecoin price growth vs
implied impact of tweets on that price, day intervals between 1 and 25 days
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$DOGE-USD price seems to be impacted by both positive and negative tweets in
the graph, however, in our dataset there was only a single negative tweet about
Dogecoin, which makes this comparison between the implied impact of negative
tweets on $DOGE-USD and its average growth inconclusive.

The graphs for Tesla and Dogecoin definitely show a distinct difference in the
mean change after a tweet and the average percentage change since launch of the
stock or cryptocurrency. Apart from a few outliers, all the percentage changes in
the graphs for both of them show that whenever Musk has posted a positive tweet
about Tesla or Dogecoin (selected with the mentioned filters), there is a noticeably
higher increase in the price of $TSLA or $DOGE-USD when compared to the
average change percentage. For $BTC-USD however, it seems that only Musk’s
negative tweets have a significant impact on its price.

6. Conclusion
This paper used various experiments to determine the viability of trading on the
basis of Elon Musk’s tweets. Initially it tried using sentiment analysis from
premade python libraries such as NLTK, Txtblob, and Vader to see if a program
could be used to trade automatically when Elon Musk’s tweets. In a certain set of
parameters, the program achieved positive results of 12% annual return for the year
2021 by trading $TSLA, $BTC-USD, and $DOGE-USD on the basis of Elon
Musk’s tweets. These results were not significant enough to determine the viability
of this method since in the same time period, the US market outperformed it. We
believe this was due to the inaccuracy of the program in determining the informal
tweets’ sentiment.

Hence, while experimenting with other approaches, this paper decided to quantify
the implied impact of Elon Musk’s tweets on the stock and cryptocurrency market
with manual labeling of his tweets’ sentiment. This was achieved by comparing the
changes in the prices of the securities mentioned earlier ($TSLA, $BTC-USD,
$DOGE-USD) after certain time intervals of Musk’s tweets and their average price
change in those time intervals since they were launched to public exchanges. In the
case of Musk's positive tweets (n=97) about Tesla, the price change of $TSLA after
his tweets was significantly higher compared to the average price change since
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$TSLA started publicly trading in those time intervals. The same was true for the
case of Musk's positive tweets about Dogecoin (n=27), where the price change
after his tweets was significantly higher than the average price change since
$DOGE-USD started publicly trading in most of the mentioned time intervals. This
pattern was not observed after the positive tweets from Musk about Bitcoin (n=15).
The negative tweets by Musk about Tesla (n=8), Bitcoin (n=7), and Dogecoin
(n=1) do not provide enough data for this paper to draw any concrete conclusion.
However, according to this limited data, it seems that Musk's negative tweets about
Bitcoin have a significant negative influence on the price change of $BTC-USD
upto 25 days since the tweet is first posted. Based on all these observations, this
paper concludes that it may be viable to trade $TSLA & $DOGE-USD based on
specifically the positive tweets from Elon Musk about Tesla and Dogecoin
respectively.
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8. Appendix 1: List of selected tweets about Tesla, Dogecoin,
and Bitcoin used in Experiment 4
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